
Prototype Ideas
Prototypes are easy to create these days while using diverse design tools and apps such as
Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Figma, Miro, etc. If you like to collect more creative ideas
and examples when sketching and developing your prototypes, we are glad to give our free
simple prototypes ideas and examples here to guide you in designing your prototypes for your
business, company, organization, or new product development project.

Prototype Ideas and Examples
Here are some of the well-recommended professional prototype template ideas and examples
available on our website for prototyping various designs for buildings, logos, hotel interiors,
living rooms, furniture, posters, fashion collections, apps, toys, 3D games, etc. Read the
following details as you collect all the ideas that you need for your next product design and
development project.

Design Prototype Ideas and Examples
Designers, particularly UI/UX designers, use prototypes to help them understand the entire user
flow and what they will need to design for each step, as well as the interactive elements and
content of their product design. Design prototyping is important to understand the product
strategy and articulate the different aspects of the strategy. Here is a sample design prototype
template that you can download and use for your delivery app prototype presentation, urban
architecture design prototype, modern house sketch design prototype, office layout design
prototype, and many others.

https://www.template.net/editable/prototype
https://www.template.net/editable/94571/design-thinking-prototype
https://www.template.net/editable/94571/design-thinking-prototype


Game Prototype Ideas and Examples
One of the essential elements in the game development process is game prototyping. A game
prototype is a vital tool for game developers to discover various interface or mechanical issues
that can easily solved, and it can be used for idea generation and for alternative exploration
solutions. Simply download and use our free game prototype template while you are working on
your game design and development projects with futuristic themes and 3D weapon models for
game battles.

https://www.template.net/editable/94722/game-prototype


Service Prototype Ideas and Examples
Many companies and organizations utilize service prototype to test and validate all the design
choices concerning the final experience of having interaction with a particular service through
real-life simulation.  If you are planning to make a service prototype, you need to determine the
valuable moments, be attentive for early indicators, use time-based moments, and ask people to
imagine a more idealistic version of the service. Here is a sample service prototype template
based on interests, hobbies, and sports.

https://www.template.net/editable/94572/service-prototype


iPhone Prototype Ideas and Examples
Create an elegant, luxurious and sleek prototype design for iPhone. Visualize your idea and
communicate it with your team members while developing iOS design and get some unique
inspirations from others. We provide a template collection of prototype templates including
iPhone prototype template in our website like this one.

https://www.template.net/editable/94723/iphone-prototype


Corporate Prototype Ideas and Examples
Do you need to design and develop a corporate website? Build a compelling website prototype
by prototyping with presentation program, using coded (HTML) prototyping, and using
prototyping software and apps with your team to allow advanced user-flows, built-in
collaboration and streamline presentation. Download and use our sample corporate prototype
template right here.

Product Prototype Ideas and Examples
One of the most challenging and nerve-wracking aspects of product design is brainstorming an
idea for your product. If you want to make an interesting product invention, you must consider
the ideal design for your product and how it would look and feel in the perspective of your target
consumers. Download this product prototype template from our sample prototype templates
right now.

https://www.template.net/editable/94920/corporate-prototype
https://www.template.net/editable/94920/corporate-prototype
https://www.template.net/editable/94573/product-prototype


Shopping Prototype Ideas and Examples
E-commerce businesses use shopping prototypes when developing their shopping apps and
websites. Use some prototyping tools to easily design and build your shopping app and website.
We suggest that you use our shopping prototype to quickly create some eye-catching icons and
interactive content while experimenting with unique UI styles for your shopping app and website.

https://www.template.net/editable/93973/shopping-desktop-prototype


Function Prototype Ideas and Examples
Work on all functions on your software program while using function prototypes. A function
prototype is used by programmers to specify the input or output interlace to the function,
ensuring that the assumed function prototype and the actual function type matches accordingly.
Thus, download and use our sample function prototype template here to help you in your
software program development project.

Desktop Prototype Ideas and Examples
Numerous UI designers use desktop prototyping when designing the interfaces that users
experience on their desktop computers. As many users around the world have busy and
cluttered desktops, creating a desktop prototype is a great method in user interface design to
create some worthwhile features and options that will surely help the users in becoming more
organized and productive. Easily download our customizable desktop UI prototype template
here so that you can work immediately on your desktop UI design.

https://www.template.net/editable/94721/function-prototype
https://www.template.net/editable/95111/desktop-ui-prototype


FAQs

What kind of prototypes should you create?
Product designers, software engineers, mobile app developers, UI designers, and UX teams
should create diverse kinds of prototypes for testing different ideas and hypotheses such as
low-fidelity prototypes, high-fidelity prototypes, feasibility prototypes, horizontal prototypes, rapid
prototypes, vertical prototypes, and live-data prototypes.

What is the importance of having a prototype?
A prototype is important because it allows user testing to know how usable and valuable the
product is to the end-user, it enhances the overall understanding of the product design, it holds
a version of your proposed product, and it makes it easier for each team member to understand
the tasks concerning the new product development project.

What is a prototype in business?
A prototype in business is a first model or preliminary version of a product or a replica of an
equipment, device, or machine used by the research and development department of a
business firm.



What are the types of prototype models?
The common types of prototype models are rapid throwaway prototype, evolutionary prototype,
incremental prototype, and extreme prototype.

What is prototype art?
Prototype art is an original form of art that is used as an example when you make a new artwork
or design of your product prior its production and official release.

What are the roles of a prototype?
The major roles of a prototype are allowing designers to conduct research about new
alternatives, test the existing design, explain the new concept or idea, enable feedback, form
the basis for the development of the final product, and investigate how the trial users think and
feel about the product.

Why do we need a prototype?
We need a prototype to test new concepts, ideas and hypotheses quickly and to make some
necessary changes and improvements.

What are prototype techniques?
Prototype techniques are creative methodologies used by many prototype designers and
developers when they are thinking outside the box or working on solving complex problems and
some of the well-known prototype techniques are paper prototypes, low-fidelity prototypes,
high-fidelity prototypes, and user-driven prototypes.

What are the requirements of prototype?
The requirements of prototype are based on the different forms and manifestation of a prototype
and the designer or developer’s objectives and purpose in prototyping as these requirements
rely on the function and the stage of the process of product development.

Why do companies use prototypes?
Many companies use prototypes to enable user testing, to obtain crucial feedback about their
products, and to allow the design and development team to make some changes early on.


